Jura Creek
The journey started by leaving the AMA parking lot at 7:30am on Saturday November 7 th,
2015. Our party was comprised of 6 eager hikers in 2 vehicles, the trail head being the
“Unnamed Ridge east of Heart
Mountain”. The weather in Red
Deer was above zero with no wind,
as we got closer to our destintion
the wind kept increasing. At the
trail head many layers were put on
including toques and gloves and
off we went.

Approximately 20 minutes into the ascent Steve
called a huddle to present the options: keep
going and suffer an ever cold wind gusting,
knock you off the ridge miserable 6 to 7 hour
hike or find a canyon hike which will shelter you
from the wind. Decision made, down the ridge
into the vehicles and off to the other side of the
valley to Jura Creek.

Vehicles parked, down a few layers down the new trail out of the wind. Across the 1A , follow
the fire road until you reach the creek, turn right and head towards the canyon.

It was definitely a highlight for me making our way through the polished rock walls. I do not
think the hike would be quite the same in spring time as the run off would definitly make the
creek much higher.

Continuing on the creek bed widens
and the hike is very manageable. We
continued to follow the creek bed
keeping out of the wind that continued
to swirl overhead.

After a while we came upon another
narrowing of the walls around the creek
bed which turned out to be a good place
to have lunch.

It was decided that on the way back that it would be interesting to do some exploring off the
beaten trail.

On wards and upwards the bushwacking
continued with Steve trail blazing ahead.
Found a
Trail !

The newly found trail slowly narrowed and continued upwards, it was agreed upon that as
interesting as it was, it would be left for another time.

Heading back we came across a couple of
geologists who were nice enough to point
out some fossils.

With the clouds getting darker to the west and looking more and more like a big snow
coming. We decided to call it a day and head back home.

Thanks to the group for wonderful day.

